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Aries Cryptic #30  

HIGH TIMES  
BY ANDREW J. RIES    

 

The answers to several Down clues need to be altered upon 

entry into the grid. These alterations will not result in new 

words, and will create a conflict with the intersecting Across 

entries. The unclued central entry describes these 

alterations. Reading left-to-right in the grid, the letters of the 

conflicted Across entries will spell out the name of a 

celebrity.  

 

ACROSS 

1 Madly love an absorbing '50's short story (7) 

6 Sacramento paper published gripping piece of  

   commentary - throw it in the recycling! (4, 3) 

11 Conflict about empty fortune cookie (5) 

13 Spirit intoxicated Lena (4) 

16 Jail's cast iron element (4) 

17 Mark's replacement initially excoriated our  

     disorganization (4) 

18 Part of a car's exhaust (4) 

20 Mediterranean nation's reformed laity (5) 

21 Creation from sawing warped stud (4) 

22 Cap came off (4) 

23 Military leader, in anger, blasted Angela Merkel, for  

     one (6) 

26 [See instructions] 

31 Whitewater tarnished pair connected  

     to Democrats (6) 

33 Mountain stake put back (4) 

35 Stone in Salem, Massachusetts (4) 

37 Mostly eat bananas, say, for light  

     course (4, 1) 

40 Noisily strain a salad ingredient (4) 

42 Anna baked bread (4)  

43 Legislative body's losing proposition  

     (4) 

44 I returned to a letter (4) 

45 Bounds along hillside front to back (5) 

46 Strip down amongst nurses  

     awkwardly (7) 

47 Strangely, pro-am including spot for  

     driver's helper (4, 3) 

 

DOWN 

1 Snoopy flipped over on the backs of  

   Linus and Lucy (4) 

2 Production moved up to Utah (6) 

 

3 It's after expressway's first two off-ramps (5) 

4 In France, The Wild Child is research subject (3, 3) 

5 Bend particles, so to speak (4) 

6 Force detaining English guy with dark hair (6) 

7 Tee off, playing a green (6) 

8 Movie with a changed central character: True Grit (5) 

9 Split apartment payment (4) 

10 Can daredevil finish jump?  (4) 

12 Test drive's ultimate peak: going in reverse (4) 

14 Member of a pack coming up a promenade (5) 

15 Concern for a grammarian's wrong courses of action  

     in speech (6) 

19 Assess a levy on one cab (4) 

21 Photos capturing NBA official's sub, perhaps (6) 

24 Segment of Fox enrages farm workers (4) 

25 Brought discomfort to surprising victory (5) 

27 Consequently lifted Pixar film's Academy Awards  

     (6) 

28 Cats and dogs eating a large flower's parts (6) 

29 Sodium application: alleviating head sickness (6) 

30 Ring in the middle of a beam disintegrated into  

     amorphous shape (6) 

32 An incomplete adjacent wing of a building (5) 

34 Soundly criticizes famed fort (4) 

36 Saw a retro combine harvesting oats, primarily (5) 

38 Transmitter in Saxony (4) 

39 Attention following Yale's first academic period (4) 

40 Show former borders of Pocatello (4) 

41 Street sign's damaged post (4) 


